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EE21 General Objective

“Enhance regional cooperation on energy efficiency market 
formation and investment project development to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions in economies in transition.”
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Key Requirements to Achieve this aim

The key requirements are:

Need + Projects + Finance Structure 
(Finance + Legal Risk + Credit Risk) 

= 

SUCCESS!

All of this relies on one other thing … The Right People !
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The Need & the Projects

• The UNECE estimates the market for energy efficiency projects 
with a payback period of less than five years is estimated to be
between EUR 5 and 10 billion.

• Now we need to create significant scale in the commercial 
sector which can actually deliver meaningful results.

• For now let’s take the need and projects as a given and we can 
also assume that the capital for investment is available, so the
real question then becomes, how to tap this potential?
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What is and who creates the Financial Structure?

• Market formation requires the development of credible financial 
structures to be in place, involving the project promoter, 
suppliers, financial lenders, off takers, legal and accounting 
advisors to identify the specific measures needed.

• And who will do this? Development banks?  National banks?  
Investment banks? Foreign? Local? Mezzanine Lenders? 
Suppliers? Equity providers?  Who?

• The answer is all of them.  Using a co-coordinated project 
finance approach with externally managed investment funds in a 
public-private partnership this is credible.
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Finance + Legal Risk + Credit Risk 

The underlying issues are not trivial.

• Although the finance is available, there is hesitancy ... as:

• Is the legal framework present?

• Is the credit risk acceptable?
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The Right People!

• We all accept that ongoing and increasing networking between 
the targeted national institutions as well as international 
partners, private lenders and interested parties to ensure the 
financing of energy efficient and sustainable projects 
contributing to the mitigation of global energy security risks is 
required.  But is it happening? 

• We know we need to engage, but who will create the urgency, 
need and facilitate the environment for these people to meet? 
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But can this be done?  YES.

• The EUR354 m European Clean Energy Fund is already  
established and is currently investing.

• Several others are under development. 

• The UNECE is currently assisting in the development and 
launch of a new investment fund to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions in twelve countries in Eastern Europe, Central Asia 
and South-Eastern Europe. 
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What does it take to happen?

• What do these funds look like? 

• Why a private equity model?

• Why targeted to the 12 targeted countries?

• Legal and workable from an accounting perspective

• Have a general partner/limited partner structure

• A performance hurdle rate and preferred return share split

• Fixed investment period and repayment term
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What are the true key drivers?

• Across technologies

• Across countries

• Long enough investment period

• PPA  

• Legal certainty and currency protection
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What does Conning do?

• Conning as a regulated financial institution creates a structure
which combines the experience, market knowledge and 
placement ability of Conning with the financial strength of Swiss 
Re (rated AA-) with the third party expertise of knowledgeable 
and appropriate investment managers.

• Conning also facilitates the further development of the market 
formation, by meaningful interaction with all parties across the
public/private spectrum as being another key to meeting the 
wider objective of the EE21 Project Objective.
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Conning as part of Swiss Re

Products

Swiss Re

Client Markets Financial Services

� Americas L&H & 
Global Admin Re

� Americas Property 
& Casualty

� Europe

� Asia

� Global & Large 
Risks

� Property & 
Specialty

� Casualty

� Life & Health 
Products

� Claims Liability 
Management

� Asset Management

� Insurance Risk 
Transformation

� Credit Solutions

� Capital 
Management and 
Advisory
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� Swiss Re is the world’s largest and most diversified global reinsurer rated AA-.

� Conning is 100% owned by Swiss Re and belongs to the Financial Services division.
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An Overview of Conning

� Conning has over USD106 billion under contract of which over 
USD72 billion is under management; predominantly in investment 
grade long only investments and with an important exposure to 
alternative investments.

� In addition, Conning has developed a market niche in energy 
efficiency activities among international organisations, which 
include: 

� Conning’s EUR354 million European Clean Energy Fund which is 
currently investing as is around 40% committed. The ECEF has a 
relevant and significant carbon credit dimension.

� Conning’s recent appointment as investment manager to the 
EUR125 million Post 2012 Carbon Credit Fund working with five 
European development banks to develop this market. 

� Conning’s ongoing development activity on three other projects 
including two similar types of funds. 
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Markus van der Burg
Client Relationship Manager 
Tel.: + 44 20 7933 4501
Fax: + 44 20 7933 6501
E-mail: markus_vanderburg@conning.com

Conning Asset Management Limited
30 St Mary Axe
LONDON
EC3A 8EP
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Disclaimer

This document is issued by Conning Asset Management  Limited (‘CAML’), which is authorised and regulate d 
by the Financial Services Authority (‘FSA’), on a c onfidential basis solely for the information of tho se persons 
to whom it is transmitted by CAML.  It does not con stitute an offer to deal in investments or to provi de 
investment services and will not form the basis of any contract. This document is not to be reproduced or 
used for any other purpose or distributed to or use d by any other person without prior written consent .  It is 
transmitted to you on the basis that you would be a  Professional Client or Eligible Counterparty of CAM L and 
that such transmission to you will not infringe the  laws or regulations of any territory in which you are 
resident.  This document is copyright © Conning Asse t Management Limited.  

CAML is a member of the Swiss Reinsurance Group of companies, and provides investment management or 
advisory services in conjunction with group compani es in various jurisdictions (‘overseas affiliates’).   If 
services are provided to you directly by an oversea s affiliate, all or most of the protections provide d by the 
UK regulatory system will not apply.  CAML may also  delegate the performance of certain services to 
overseas affiliates.

Any statistics contained in this document have been  compiled in good faith but do not constitute a for ecast, 
projection or illustration of the future performanc e of investments.  The past performance of investme nts is 
not necessarily a guide to future returns.  Values of investments may fall as well as rise, and change s in rates 
of exchange may cause the value of investments to r ise or fall in value, such that investors may not r eceive 
full return of capital invested. The levels and bas es of, and reliefs from, taxation can change.  CAML  or the 
Swiss Re Group may have material interests in any i nvestments, or in geographic or market sectors, 
described herein.

Registered in England No. 3654447 Registered Office  : 30 St Mary Axe, London EC3A 8EP


